A brief assessment of physical functioning for prostate cancer patients
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Abstract: We aimed to validate a more rapid, yet reliable means of assessing physical function (PF) for patients with prostate cancer. The sample included 128 prostate cancer patients recruited from urology and general oncology clinics at two Chicago-area hospitals. The main outcome measures were: A 36-item PF item bank that included a 5-item short form (BriefPF) and the 10-item PF subscale (PF-10) from the Medical Outcomes Study SF-36. Validity, information function, and relative precision (calculated using Rasch analysis and raw scores) of the BriefPF were compared to the PF-10 and the full PF item bank. We found that the BriefPF and PF-10 were strongly correlated ($r=0.85$) with the PF bank, and all three scales differentiated patients according to performance status ($F_{PF\text{ bank}}(2,124)=32.51, P<0.001$, $F_{PF-10}(2,121)=27.35, P<0.001$, $F_{BriefPF}(2,123)=38.40, P<0.001$). BriefPF has excellent precision relative to the PF-10 in measuring patients with different performance status levels. The Rasch-based information function indicated that the BriefPF was more informative than PF-10 in measuring moderate to higher functioning patients. Hence, the BriefPF offers a parsimonious and precise measure of PF for use among men with prostate cancer, and may aid in the timely inclusion of patient-reported outcomes in treatment decision-making.
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Introduction
Prostate cancer is the most commonly diagnosed nonskin cancer, and the second leading cause of cancer death among men in the United States (9% of all cancer-related deaths).¹ While clinical implications vary according to stage and type of treatment, individuals diagnosed with prostate cancer are subject to many complications that affect health-related quality-of-life (HRQL). These complications may be associated with either the disease²⁻⁴ or treatment,⁵⁻⁸ and include urinary, bowel, and sexual dysfunction; fatigue; pain; and mental distress.⁹ Numerous studies have also shown general physical deficits and impairments to be common both after and during prostate cancer treatment.⁵⁻¹⁰⁻¹⁵ Deficits in physical functioning (PF) can impair the ability to carry out various activities of daily living, ranging from basic self care to instrumental activities of daily living, to more challenging and vigorous activities. Several studies have also reported that physical performance and falls may occur at higher prevalence in prostate cancer patients, particularly those on androgen deprivation therapy.¹⁴,¹⁵ Additionally, as the majority of prostate patients are elderly (about 63% of prostate cancers are diagnosed in men 65 years and older),¹ physical performance which is linked to function is thus of great importance to elderly patients. While most men treated for prostate cancer will experience declines in PF, the deficits can vary across disease stage...
and treatment. Today, when assessing PF, one can choose from among several questionnaire options, each with very similar item content. The similarity of these questionnaires to one another suggests a common metric could be derived, which can enhance interpretation and communication about differences in PF across individuals or in the same person over time. Such an advance could increase the value of PF assessment in clinical practice. A PF item bank for cancer patients was created to meet such needs. Item banks are a collection of carefully calibrated questions that develop, define, and quantify a common trait and thus provide an operational definition of a given concept. Item banks allow for greater precision in HRQL assessment that can then be tailored using adaptive testing, which involves the selection of items based on previous patient responses. We have previously developed an abbreviated form of the PF item bank for clinical research in a general cancer patient population (all cancer types excluding prostate cancer: 204; prostate cancer: 198) and plan to test it further among patients with prostate cancer.

In this study, we validated a brief and clinically useful measure of PF derived from the larger PF item bank that can be applied in prostate cancer studies and practice. Prior research has supported the validity of shorter tools for evaluating HRQL outcomes. We pilot tested the PF items on a sample of men diagnosed with prostate cancer. We compared the performance of the BriefPF with the complete PF item bank, and also with patient responses to the 10-item PF subscale (PF-10) from the SF-36 functional status measure.

**Materials and methods**

**Sample**

Patients with an existing diagnosis of prostate cancer, regardless of disease stages and types of treatments, were recruited from the urology and general oncology clinics at the Veterans Affairs Chicago Healthcare System-Lakeside Division (Chicago, IL); and North Shore University Health System (formerly Evanston Northwestern Healthcare; Evanston, IL). The study protocol was approved by Institutional Review Boards at each participating institution.

**Instruments and procedure**

Consenting patients provided sociodemographic, treatment, and disease-specific information by interview. PF was assessed using a 36-item “core” PF item bank, which includes the 5-item shortened assessment form (BriefPF), and the PF-10 from the SF-36. The item bank included items that represent basic and instrumental activities of daily living. All items were drawn, with permission, from existing HRQL questionnaires and consisted of different types of rating scales. The process for developing this item bank and the BriefPF, along with their psychometric properties, were reported previously by Bode and colleagues. The BriefPF items cover the range of functional activities of various levels of difficulty (see Table 1), and use a single five-point Likert rating scale whose responses can be summed and converted to a total score (ranging from 21 to 70). The PF items were administered to patients using a computer-based testing platform.

**Data analysis**

All responses to the PF items were co-calibrated to the item parameter based on a general cancer population. This allows clinicians to compare PF across different types of cancer. All raw scores were transformed into interval measures via a probabilistic logistic model (ie, Rasch measurement model) to create a common metric on an interval scale, which is generally preferred over ordinal rating scale scores. This co-calibration enables one to “crosswalk” from scores on one instrument to another as long as they are derived from the same item bank, such as the PF-10 and BriefPF. An example crosswalk table can be found in Bode et al. The coverage of the full spectrum of PF was then compared across the three instruments, with the expectation that the full bank would be the most comprehensive in its coverage. We examined the interrelationship of scores on the full PF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Items and rating scale for the BriefPF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>None of the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are you able to move around the house?</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are you able to get around to do your daily activities?</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are you limited in pursuing your hobbies or other leisure time activities?</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As a result of your physical health, have you accomplished less than you would like?</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As a result of your physical health, have you had difficulty performing your work or usual daily activities?</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
item bank, the BriefPF and the PF-10 and then compared the scale information function of PF-10 and BriefPF across the PF continuum. Next, the ability of each of the three scales to differentiate patients according to performance status was examined. We hypothesized that a PF measure should be sensitive to differences across status levels. We compared the precision of the PF-10 and BriefPF as compared to the full PF item bank using the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) Performance Status Rating (PSR) as the clinical anchor.27 The relative precision (RP) estimates were computed from the ratio pairwise F statistics using PF bank as the standard measure, ie, $RP_{PF-10} = F_{PF-10}/F_{PF\text{ bank}}$ and $RP_{BriefPF} = F_{BriefPF}/F_{PF\text{ bank}}$. RP estimates indicate a more reliable measure with the PF bank (0.85 and 0.85, respectively) or BriefPF (when compared to BriefPF).28

The relative precision (RP) of PF-10 and BriefPF was calculated using the following equation:

$$RP_{PF-10} = F_{PF-10}/F_{PF\text{ bank}}$$

$$RP_{BriefPF} = F_{BriefPF}/F_{PF\text{ bank}}$$

The relative precision (RP) of PF-10 and BriefPF was calculated using the following equation:

$$RP_{PF-10} = F_{PF-10}/F_{PF\text{ bank}}$$

$$RP_{BriefPF} = F_{BriefPF}/F_{PF\text{ bank}}$$

The correlation between physical functioning measures (validity analysis)

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Item bank*</th>
<th>PF-10</th>
<th>BriefPF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item Bank*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.853***</td>
<td>0.850***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF-10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.795***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BriefPF</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Item bank scores were adjusted for overlapping items by deleting PF-10 items (when compared to PF-10) or BriefPF (when compared to BriefPF). ***$P < 0.001$. Abbreviations: PF-10, Physical Functioning-10 items; extracted from the short form 36 items; BriefPF, Brief Physical Functioning – 5 items.

### Results

A total of 128 prostate cancer patients were recruited for the study. The average age was 73.1 years (SD = 8.7); 57.5% were Caucasian and 42.5% were African American. Approximately half of participants (46.5%) had a high school level of education or less, while 22.8% reported some college, 19.7% were college graduates, and 11.0% possessed an advanced degree. A majority were diagnosed with localized disease (82.8%), 14 (10.9%) had metastatic prostate cancer, and the clinical stage for eight patients was unknown.

Rasch measurement scores were computed for the 36 core-items of the PF bank (M = 1.30, SD = 2.00), the PF-10 (M = 0.31, SD = 2.38), and BriefPF (M = 1.30, SD = 2.00). Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated between each of the three PF measures (Table 2). As expected, both the BriefPF and PF-10 were strongly and significantly correlated with the PF bank (0.85 and 0.85, $P < 0.001$). Correlation between PF-10 and BriefPF was also significantly strong (0.80, $P < 0.001$). The PF bank, PF-10, and BriefPF all were able to differentiate patients according to the ECOG PSR levels (scores of 2–4 were combined due to the small sample size in these three categories), $F_{PF\text{ bank}}(2,124) = 32.51, P < 0.001, F_{PF-10}(2,121) = 27.35, P < 0.001, F_{BriefPF}(2,123) = 38.40, P < 0.001$, respectively (shown on Table 3). Using the PF bank as the standard, we calculated the relative precision (RP) of PF-10 and BriefPF, in which $RP_{PF-10} = 0.84$ and $RP_{BriefPF} = 1.18$. These results suggest, when Rasch measures were used, that the BriefPF is 18% more precise and PF-10 is 16% more precise than the complete PF bank in measuring patients with different ECOG PSR. When raw scores were used, all three measures were still able to differentiate patients according to the ECOG PSR levels, $F_{PF\text{ bank}}(2,124) = 47.52, P < 0.001, F_{PF-10}(2,121) = 27.74, P < 0.001, F_{BriefPF}(2,124) = 46.68, P < 0.001$, respectively. Consequently, the RP of PF-10 and BriefPF was 0.58 and 0.98, respectively, suggesting BriefPF produced comparable precision as the complete PF item bank.

Figure 1 illustrates the information function curves for PF-10 and BriefPF on the PF continuum, as defined by the PF bank. It was noted that the BriefPF had high information function between PF measures ~0.6 and 2.8. When matching the PF continuum to the ECOG PSR levels, the PF-10 was more informative in measuring lower functioning patients (ECOG = 2 to 4 and part of 1) while BriefPF was more informative in measuring moderate to higher functioning patients (ECOG = 0 and part of 1).

### Discussion

This paper provides evidence of the ability to develop a brief and practical PF short form, targeting on a specific cancer type from a relative large PF item bank that was developed based on the general cancer population. Our results suggest that the carefully developed BriefPF can offer clinicians a parsimonious, yet reliable, PF measure among prostate cancer patients, particularly those who had better functioning (ECOG PSR ratings = 0 or 1). Specifically, the 5-item BriefPF and
the 10-item PF-10 were correlated to the 36-item PF item bank with a similar strength, and yet the BriefPF demonstrated greater precision for the measurement of PF across ECOG PSR levels regardless of using measures derived from Rasch analysis or raw scores. We were surprised to note that Rasch measure based RP of the BriefPF was greater than 1, indicating the BriefPF exhibited better precision than the PF-item bank. The linear transformation diminishes ceiling and floor effects for both scales. Both the BriefPF and the PF item bank contain items that cover the whole PF continuum. BriefPF contains five items that are equally distributed on the continuum while PF item bank consists of more items; however some bank items have similar locations on the continuum. To evaluate whether the linear transformation of the raw scores contributed to the high RP of the BriefPF, we estimated raw scores based PR. Results showed BriefPF has the same level of the precision as the PF item bank, but the RP of the PF-10 was not as good as that of the BriefPF. We therefore confidently conclude that a carefully developed short-form is able to provide an efficient yet comparable precise PF estimation compared to measures produced by the PF item bank. It should be noted that while our reporting of relative

### Table 3 Discrimination of three physical functioning measures to patients’ self-reported functional performance

#### 3a. Rasch measure-based analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECOG PSR levels</th>
<th>Item bank F(2,124) = 32.51 P &lt; 0.001</th>
<th>PF-10 F(2,121) = 27.35 P &lt; 0.001</th>
<th>BriefPF F(2,123) = 38.40 P &lt; 0.001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 (n = 63)</td>
<td>2.04 (1.83)</td>
<td>1.14 (2.21)</td>
<td>2.14 (1.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (n = 46)</td>
<td>0.36 (1.38)</td>
<td>−0.62 (1.70)</td>
<td>0.29 (1.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–4 (n = 18)</td>
<td>−1.24 (1.63)</td>
<td>−2.80 (2.10)</td>
<td>−1.42 (1.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative precision</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>RP_{PF-10} = 0.84</td>
<td>RP_{BriefPF} = 1.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3b. Raw score-based analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECOG PSR levels</th>
<th>Item bank F(2,124) = 47.518 P &lt; 0.001</th>
<th>PF-10 F(2,121) = 27.738 P &lt; 0.001</th>
<th>BriefPF F(2,124) = 46.683 P &lt; 0.001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 (n = 63)</td>
<td>127.38 (19.30)</td>
<td>25.49 (4.60)</td>
<td>20.6 (2.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (n = 46)</td>
<td>105.85 (21.50)</td>
<td>21.81 (4.29)</td>
<td>16.84 (3.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–4 (n = 18)</td>
<td>75.23 (23.72)</td>
<td>16.5 (4.79)</td>
<td>11.44 (4.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative precision</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>RP_{PF-10 (raw)} = 0.58</td>
<td>RP_{BriefPF (raw)} = 0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Higher scores represent better physical function.

Abbreviations: BriefPF, brief physical functioning (5 items); ECOG PSR, eastern cooperative oncology group performance status rating; F, F-statistics; PF-10, physical functioning (10 items; extracted from the short form 36 items); RP, relative precision.

![Figure 1] Comparison of scale information function curves of BriefPF and PF-10 along the PF continuum.
precision suggested the Rasch-based BriefPF outperformed both the PF-10 and the full PF item bank, we cautioned any further interpretation of relative precision, as precision in this context is merely a statement about the comparison of the ratio of explained and error variances between scales.

The observation that the BriefPF demonstrated higher information function for locating patients on the PF continuum among moderate to high functioning prostate cancer patients (according to ECOG PSR) is of particular interest. This may indicate that, compared to the PF-10, items in the BriefPF are more sensitive to activity limitations of men with prostate cancer. Since the clinical definition of disease and later stage prevalence has markedly shifted with the widespread use of PSA, the BriefPF may be particularly well suited to serve as an outcomes measure for the large proportion of men diagnosed and being treated for localized prostate cancer. Further study is required to more adequately determine whether the PF-10, which provides higher information function among the lower functioning patients, offers additional information beyond the BriefPF for men with more advanced disease.

While many prostate-specific HRQL instruments are available to measure physical function, the 5-item BriefPF is the shortest in length, without sacrificing precision or content validity. Its brevity may make it more appealing to alternatives, and may therefore improve the likelihood of routine assessment of PF in clinical practice, which is being recommended with increasing frequency in an era of accountability for, and comparative effectiveness of, available interventions. Merging the BriefPF with electronic data collection methods (eg, web testing) would further allow for more timely feedback that could support appropriate treatment decision-making. Recognizing its potential clinical utility, the National Institutes of Health Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (NIH PROMIS, see: http://www.nihpromis.org) has developed a PF item bank calibrated using the US general population, and the PROMIS PF item bank is further extended to the general cancer population via a PROMIS cancer supplement. Results of this study support the potential clinical and research contributions of the NIH PROMIS effort. Since there are common items shared by the PROMIS Cancer PF item bank and this current PF item bank, these two PF item banks can easily be referenced to one another on a common metric to standardize the measurement of PF across chronic diseases.

Several limitations of our study should be noted. First, our findings are based on a convenience sample of 128 patients. However, we recruited cancer patients from two very diverse geographic settings that include populations at risk for low health literacy skills and compromised cancer outcomes. Second, since validation of the BriefPF was based on cross-sectional data, we were unable to assess relationships between responses to the BriefPF and any particular health behavior or outcome. Future research should examine the predictive validity of the scale over time for treatment-related health services utilization and disease-specific outcomes. Finally, our scale might also benefit from further psychometric evaluation, including an investigation of test-retest reliability and discriminant validity. Evidence of sensitivity to change will be necessary to eventually determine whether the BriefPF is an applicable evaluative tool for various treatment strategies.

**Conclusion**

The BriefPF scale is a valid and precise measure for the practical and routine assessment of PF in clinical practice among patients with prostate cancer that improves upon the presently available pool of related HRQL instruments. Using itembanking methodology, our study reflects a strategy to simplify the measurement of PF and other HRQL domains through the application of a derived, tailored short form. The BriefPF allows for a more rapid, yet reliable, assessment of PF, and has considerable potential for widespread acceptance and use by physicians in the evaluation of patient-reported outcomes. This study reflects an ongoing effort to make evaluation tools meet the needs of clinicians by being easy to administer and time-efficient. Our hope is to achieve a common metric for HRQL domains, so as to improve how a patient’s experience is processed in treatment decision-making, and gain the ability in the future to establish cross-comparisons of research studies that are unified in measurement.
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